
"Guidance Provided To Me  -  Courtesy Of The Good Lord”  

by Dick Breuer 

While attending the University of Iowa in Iowa City,  I  was among the student volunteers that provided 

rides on Sunday mornings for children who were patients at the University Children’s Hospital.  

Specifically, those children who wished to attend Sunday School at the local Methodist Church and 

whose parents lived throughout the State and were not always available for this activity.  One cold 

winter morning when the sidewalks and streets were covered with ice, it was my turn to provide rides 

for a young girl and boy who may have been no more than 8 to 10 years of age.  The little girl was 

confined to a wheel chair.  The little boy was in braces from his neck to his feet but could walk slowly 

with the aid of his crutches. The sidewalk leading from the hospital entrance to my car was some 100 

feet long and was very slick. Under these circumstances, it seemed best to first push the wheel chair 

with the little girl down the walk and lift her into the car.  In the meantime, the little boy was asked to 

wait for my assistance before he attempted to head down the sidewalk. After helping the girl into the 

car, and folding and loading her wheel chair, I headed back to help the boy.  To my surprise, he had 

already decided to go it alone.  Before I could reach him, he slipped and fell face-down onto the frozen 

sidewalk.  Upon picking him up, he insisted that he was OK.  Nevertheless, he was advised that we 

needed to go back to the Hospital for someone to check on him.  At this point, he rather forcefully 

insisted that he had waited all week to attend Sunday School that day and he was not about to let his 

tumble onto the frozen sidewalk stop him from doing so.  His persistence carried the day and, perhaps 

against my better judgement, we were soon on our way to Sunday School! Later, both of them thanked 

me upon our return to the hospital.  (Years later, it would become abundantly clear that I should also 

have been thanking them). 

So what is the significance of this memory other than it being etched indelibly in my mind over 60 

years ago?  Here is my take on it.  From time-to-time, there have been occasions when life seemed to 

treat me rather harshly including: When Neal Armstrong was walking on the moon in July, 1969, the 

whole world seemed to be  rejoicing.  But for Pat and me, it would be the saddest day of our lives 

together.  It was after midnight and I was the only person left in the hospital waiting room when our    

doctor came from the delivery room to inform me that Pat was OK. But our baby girl had been 

stillborn.  And I would need to provide the hospital with the name of a funeral home. After composing 

myself, I  proceeded to Pat’s room to share some time with her prior to signing all the paperwork at the 

nurses station.  During our discussion, Pat   suggested that we consider donating the body to medical 

science for teaching and research in order to salvage something positive out of our time of sadness.  

Minutes later, we were informed that such option would not be available to us which only served to 

compound our grief.  Later that morning, the funeral director informed me that same-day burial was in 

order. Pat was still in the hospital. Our families resided out-of-state and hundreds of miles away. Co-

workers and neighbors were already at their workplaces for the day. Under these circumstances, only 

the minister of our church and the funeral director were with me for the gravesite services.  

Understandably, neither Pat nor I were given the opportunity to see or hold our baby girl. Further, Pat’s 

inability to attend the graveside service may have made it far more difficult for her to find closure than 

otherwise would have been the case. Indeed, during the ensuing years, the resulting scar would have an 

impact on relationships with our friends in ways that they could not have reasonably been expected to 



understand.  For example, prior to this time, Pat would look    forward to calling on our friends following 

a new addition to their family, hold their baby, and share in their joy.  With the passage of time, such 

visits would become less and less frequent.  And if the new addition was a girl, there was a tendency to 

further limit these visits. 

 These occasions (along with others which are not being shared here) could have easily caused me to 

ask, “Why me, Lord?  What did I do to deserve this?”  On the flip side, would it not be just as logical to 

ask, “Why not me, Lord?  What have I done to deserve better?”  Nor do phrases such as “life just isn’t 

fair,” a remark often heard during times of sadness, seem helpful or even relevant.   

During my upbringing, no one taught me that life was fair, or was even intended to be that way.  For a 

more productive way forward when facing especially troubling or otherwise difficult circumstances, I 

have often found it helpful to simply recall those children that rode with me to Sunday School long ago 

back in Iowa City.  The sweet little girl confined to a wheel chair certainly should not have found much 

difficulty in finding something to complain about, or feeling sorry for herself.  She did neither.  And the 

sheer grit and courage and intestinal fortitude of that little boy was simply off the chart.  It would have 

been     easily understandable if he had decided to throw in the towel and given up hope.  Or at least 

complain.  Instead, his approach was to hang in there tough.  

In addition to serving as a lasting inspiration, the memory of these children continues to remind me of 

how much the Good Lord has blessed me.  In addition to many other instances throughout my life, He 

most surely had a hand in guiding me to provide rides for those little folks at Children’s  Hospital. 

Unknown to me at the time was just how much influence this (along with many other undeserved 

favors) would have in helping prepare me to deal with some very challenging circumstances that would 

present themselves in the days ahead.  And as my mother was often fond of quoting, “God works in 

mysterious ways His wonders to perform.”  Yes, God is Great!  All the Time!  

  

 


